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Abstract
A five component negotiation model which structures the interaction
of agents along different levels of increasing complexity is investigated:
The lowest level introduces the possible message types. The protocol
level links those messages together to create communicational contexts.
The decision layer needs some criteria to rank and compare different
scheduling proposals. The usage of those criteria implements the
negotiation strategy of the strategic level. As an outline we sketch how a
cooperation level emerges within the agent society and enforces
cooperative behavior of the agents.
The model is presented at the problem of appointment scheduling, because
it is an inherently distributed problem which necessarily involves
communication, negotiation, and cooperation mechanisms to resolve
possible conflicts. COSMA agents (COoperative Schedule Management
Agents) are designed to act as personal assistants to maintain their user's
calendar. They are provided with competence to negotiate about the
scheduling of appointments with other users. After describing the message
types, the negotiation protocol is presented. The decision criteria are
derived from a time model based on the association of time intervals and
preferences. The negotiation strategies are guided by a local time file, the
priority of a meeting and the results of earlier negotiations, which is
encoded in a simple partner model maintained by the agents. An example
finally shows the overall behavior of the agent society and will reveal and
answer several questions about the technical details.
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21 Introduction
Since the development of large software and hardware systems has shown a trend
towards distributed systems the metaphor of a society of cooperating autonomous
agents has become more and more attractive in AI. The basic idea of this approach is to
design agents with local plans, goals, knowledge, perception and a conceptual world
model and to let them interact in a cooperative manner (cf. e.g. [BG88]). From the
engineering perspective the advantages of this approach are similar to those of modular-
and object oriented programming. For example we achieve better maintenance and
extendibility of systems, robustness, flexibility, splitting of complexity into managable
portions, encapsulation of knowledge and its usage, inheritance of general capabilities
and so on.
From the scientific perspective the multi-agent approach tries to explore the role of
"interactional intelligence" i.e. the aspects of intelligent behavior that emerge from the
interaction of individual agents, in contrast to the classical AI approach to design
intelligence by means of the representation and usage of knowledge.
The design of cooperating autonomous agents comprises several problems: Which
interaction may occur between the agents? What style of communication is
necessary? Which kinds of conflicts may arise and how can negotiation be designed
to resolve those conflicts? Which planning paradigm is suited best to coordinate the
agent's local plans towards a collectively executed group plan? What knowledge about
the other agerts (their plans, knowledge and capabilities) must an agent maintain and
how is it used within a cooperative problem solving behavior? Which conceptual "agent
architecture" is necessary to integrate those various capabilities of communication,
cooperation, planning, reasoning and partner modelling into a consistent structure?
A lot of Problems! Our goal is to illuminate some aspects of communication, negotiation
and conflict resolution within the COSMA project. For the question of an integrative
agent architecture we refer to [MP93] where the agent architecture InteRRaP is described,
which promises to handle planned rational agent interactions as well as reactive behavior.
The concepts used in COSMA are designed to fit naturally into the InteRRaP architecture.
In fact InteRRaP is a result of investigation into three multi-agent systems with different
application domains:
(1) the implementation of a society of cooperating vehicles in a loading-dock
[MP93],
(2) the MARS system, a simulation of cooperating transportation companies
[KMM93], and
(3) COSMA, a distributed appointment scheduling manager described in this
report.
31.1 Appointment Scheduling
Consider the following situation:
John, an employee of a software company, wants to meet his colleagues Tom and Dan to
discuss with them a few details about the interface of a module he is going to implement.
The task should be done within two weeks, so he inspects his diary to find that there are
only some dates on Thursday next week. He phones Tom and asks for a meeting next
week except Thursday. Tom agrees and explains that he is absent from Monday to
Wednesday, but Friday would be ok for him. John calls Dan to hear that next week is ok
for him except Monday and Friday. Furthermore Thursday is bad, but possible. John
takes a closer look at his diary to inspect Thursday again and finds that there is a free slot
of half an hour from ten to half past ten. Half an hour would not be sufficient. But there
is also a date in the afternoon at two o'clock which is less important and can probably be
shifted. He asks Dan if a one hours meeting at two o'clock would be possible. Assuming
that Dan agrees, John still has to confirm this date to Tom who might have given his
previous statement on the basis of a rough inspection of his calendar or might have put
another meeting there in the meantime, assuming than the meeting with Dan and John will
be on Friday.
This short scene describes an instance of the appointment scheduling problem. The
problem of making appointments with other people is an everyday problem to most of us.
Usually an initiator suggests a set of possible time intervals for a meeting to a set of
invitees. They in turn have to check their calendars for an interval that fits best and they
have to inform the initiator about their result. In most cases, especially if more than two
invitees are involved and the set of alternatives is small, it is not possible to generate a
mutually accepted appointment date. Hence, the initiator has to resolve the conflict by
applying heuristics. Often this is not enough, i.e. it is not only the computation of some
numerical data. The initiator has to convince some of the invitees to reschedule their
calendar dates to free a certain interval. It is necessary that the participants negotiate to
come to a mutually accepted conclusion.
The historic solution to the problem would be a central mediator or a global module
which has access to all calendars of the participants. The mediator computes the first
possible meeting date or reports a failure if the constrains are too strict. The problem with
the centralized solution has many facets:
• The global module is clearly a bottleneck.
• Most calendars are not used with the necessary accurateness.
• A calendar contains private material.
• Marked intervals say nothing about the real participation of the owner.
Hence, the centralized solution is slow, it has acceptance problems by the users, and it
does not reflect the natural problem solving process.
Our intention when creating the COSMA system was to investigate the negotiation
capabilities of autonomous agents. Therefore we designed COSMA as a personnel
4assistant of the user that maintains its dairy and has the means and competence to
negotiate about the time of meetings. We restict COSMAs functionality to agreement
about the time of a meeting to have a well limited negotiation domain.
1.2 Multi-Agent Features of Appointment Scheduling
Appointment scheduling is an excellent example how interaction and cooperation of
automonous agents leads to mutual committed multi-agent-plans and therefore is a good
domain for research in distributed AI. The process of finding a solution involves
communication and negotiation about scheduling proposals, mechanisms of cooperation
to resolve possible conflicts and a simple model of the other partners. The problem is
inherently distributed because each agent maintains its local private calendar and even
tries to hide all informations which are not relevant for a specific appointment under
discussion. Therefore any centralized approach to this problem would rely on the
unnatural assumption that all users are willing to give unlimited access to their private
data. Though appointment scheduling is a real world problem, it has furthermore the
advantage to be relatively simple to implement because any interaction that occurs is
communicational.
Our main interest lies in the development of a negotiation model which supports
communication on different levels from simple message sending to different negotiation
strategies which lead to different cooperation mechanisms on the social level. Such a
model should be as general as possible to use the same design method for other
applications. On the other hand we will point out which parts of the model must be
specifically tailored for the application. For example in the appointment scheduling
problem we had to provide a time model to support the decision layer with a basis for the
ranking of different scheduling proposals.
2. Related Work
2.1 Automatic Distributed Calendar and Appointment System
The Automatic Distributed Calendar and Appointment System was developed as a
prototype scheduler to gain experience in the specification of programming of a non-
trivial distributed application. The architecture provides a message handling system as a
kernel on the system support level which is connected to the calendar agents of the
different users. The user accesses his calendar agent through a dialog manager which
presents a graphical view of the calendar together with facilities of maintenance. If the
user likes to schedule a meeting, he has to fill out a form to specify the appointment
profile. The dialog manager passes the information to the calendar agent, which calculates
a set of proposals to be send to the calendar agents of the specified participants. Once a
proposal for a meeting arrived a calendar agent checks its calendar and if the given
5interval does not collide with any already scheduled appointments, then it sends a
confirmation to the initiator. If there is a collision an assessment value is computed,
which is a hint to the attractivity of the proposal. If there is consensus about the
appointment, it is fixed by the initiator and the users are informed by their dialog
managers. If there is no consensus, then other proposals have to be made if available. If
not, the initiator has to apply heuristics to resolve the conflics.
The conflict resolution strategies were supported by four structural features:
(1) The user profile reflects the preferences of the user for making
appointments during certain intervals of the day.
(2) The appointment priority reflects the importance of the
meeting.
(3) The participant priority reflects how essential a certain person
is with respect to the meeting at hand.
(4) The staff priority reflects the hierarchic structure of the
organisation.
The conflic resolution has three stages: First, a new set of proposals are computed on the
basis of the reported assessment values. Second, already confirmed appointments are
rescheduled if the participant priority of a conflicting invitee is higher than the fixed
appointment priority. This is only possible if the staff priority of the user is higher than
the staff priority of the initiator of the appointment to be rescheduled. Third, participants
with low participant priority are removed.
The system was implemented in CSSA (Computing System for Societies of Agents) and
it is reported in [MS89].
2.2 Distributed Meeting Scheduling (DMS)
Negotiation between meeting scheduling agents were discribed by Sen and Durfee
[SD92a], [SD92b]. They basically experimented with the Contract Net Protocol as a
negotiation mechanism between the cooperating agents. The focus of their approach was
in evaluation of different strategies for announcing, bidding and commiting
appointments. They use only simple heuristics like announcing only one time interval
versus three alternatives, yes_no answers versus more information bearing answers, and
blocking versus non_blocking of time intervals under negotiation. However, under those
restricted assumptions it was possible to define a theoretical framework for analyzing
different combinations of strategies. In using arguments from probabilistic theory and
statistics they were able to prove for instance that if the agents are homogeneous, i.e. they
all use exactly the same strategies, there is a saving of communication overhaed and a
reduction of the number of negotiation cycles with respect to heterogenious strategies.
Moreover they showed formally, that the number of iterations, i.e. negotiation cycles,
increase with the density of the appointments in the calendars and with the number of
participants. They implemented an experimental testbed and proved their formally
6predicted behavior in a series of experiments. They not only define a formal framework
for the distributed meeting scheduling problem but they also gave a formal definition of
the DMS process model they used. The DMS process model is based on finite automata
where the different primitives of the Contract Net Protocol are coded into announce
states, receive states, generative states, decision states, verification states and success
(final) states. We will extend this idea, though not that formally, in the COSMA model.
2.3 CAPII - Calendar APprentice
CAPII [Boc93] is another system of negotiating calendar agents develloped at
Carnegie Mellon University. The new ideas are to use e-mail facilities for the
communication between the agents and to adopt dialog based learning techniques to
improve the agents behavior. The protocol for the communication is based on an
extended Contract Net Protocol and it is implemented as a finite automata. The CAP agent
uses an information format
(DATE, TIME, DURATION, LOCATION, ATTENDEES, TOPICS)
together with predefined natural sentence fragments to announce meetings. The special
key words (propose, bid, confirm,....) and information given by the mail system, e.g.
reply of your mail # from * with subject $, are used to follow the negotiation protocol.
Users without a CAP agent at hand can also take part in the negotiation process. They can
easily follow the negotiation process, because the message contents are natural language
like. They can be active, too, if they follow some guidelines, e.g. answering an announce
by starting with YES, NOT-THEN, MAYBE or NO. However, it was intented that the
human user may answer as he likes, without knowing any of the key words. The
learning mechanism then should provide the agents with the ability to identify synonyms
or special styles of the human users. The ideas of CAP are currently applied to a Room
APprentice (RAP) for the automatic handling of room reservations.
2.4 Group Scheduling
The distributed calendar idea was used by Lux [Lux92] to study his cooperation
model as part of the general body-head-mouth agent model. The special idea is to define
different kinds of agents by using different kinds of calendar systems for the application
dependend body of the agent model. The heads of the agents use the same application
independend cooperation primitives to be composed to cooperation methods, e.g. master-
slave behavior or the Contract Net Protocol. Cooperation primitives consist of message
types (PROPOSE, ACCEPT, REFINE, REJECT, MODIFY, TELL, REQUEST,
ORDER), cooperation objects (appointments in this application) and reply constraints
(expected_replies, deadline, etc). The initiator of an appointment proposal collects all
answers of the invitees and tries to find a minimal conflicting time interval. If there are
dramatic conflicts and if he is in a mandatory position, he has the possibility to order a
rescheduling of other appointments. If the relationship is a peer-to-peer one then the user
7is asked to give a new time interval for the appointment. The system is implemented
together with a graphical  appointment-manager user interface where various appointment
relevant options and parameters can be specified.
2.5 MADMAN - Multi-Agent Diary Manager
In the MADMAN scenario [EE92] a set of SADMANs (Single Agent Diary
Managers) are responsible for the scheduling of meetings for their users. The most
important idea is the use of graphically represented user profiles that show the users'
preferences for scheduling meetings during the working time intervals. After a proposal
the initiator collects the invitees profiles for the proposed period and computes a group
activity profile for that interval. If a common period with the necessary lengh and a value
above a certain threshold can be computed, then the meeting will be fixed by the initiator.
If not alternative time proposals have to be suggested by the initiator.
3 The Negotiation Ingredients
The negotiation process in COSMA consists of five main ingredients. The message
format has to be specified together with the message types that possibly occur during
negotiation. Using these messages, the protocol declares which possible sequences of
messages are allowed and senseful. We say that the communicational context determines
via the protocol which messages are possible next. The protocol still leaves open the
decisions of an actual negotiation (e.g. accept or reject a proposal). Therefore beside the
messages and protocol we need valuation mechanisms which provides functions for
ranking and comparing different scheduling proposals. The usage of those rankings at
certain decision points defined by the protocol is what we call the negotiation strategy.
The effect of a negotiation strategy concerning the whole agent society defines the
abstract cooperation behavior. Figure 1 shows the interplay of these components that
will be described in the following sections in more detail.
application domain
Negotiation
Cooperation
Valuation Protocol
Messages
Figure 1: Interdependencies of COSMA's negotiation ingredients
83.1 Message types
According to the central idea of speech act theory (cf. e.g. [App85]) we view
communicational actions as planned actions. Planning and communication are tightly
entangled: Plans contain communication acts and communiucational acts influence the
agent's plans. For COSMA all planned actions are communicational acts and therefore we
don't have any problems with the integration of planning and communication here.
The following list presents all message types that are possible in COSMA-negotiations1
and scetches their meaning:
ARRANGE: To initialize a negotiation an agent sends this message with a
specification of the priority, the participants and a suggested time-
interval to all participants.
REFINE: As an answer to a proposal this message specifies a subinterval of
the proposed time-interval.
MODIFY: As an answer to a proposal this message rejects the proposed time
interval and suggests an alternative interval.
CHANGE: This message cancels the date of an already arranged appointment
and makes a proposal to fix it into another interval. It reinitializes an
already finished negotiation.
ACCEPT: Agreement to a proposed time-interval.
CONFIRM: This message finishes the negotiation and fixes a specific time for a
meeting when an agreement of all participants is reached.
REJECT: Irrevocable refusal of an appointment. This message finishes the
negotiation when it is impossible to reach an agreement.
CANCEL: This message cancels an already arranged appointment. There is no
alternative date for the meeting specified because the sender refuses
to be a participant in that meeting at all. (The Initiator of the meeting
has to decide if he is going to arrange a modified meeting with a
modified list of participants.)
NEGOTIATE: This message is dedicated to conflict resolution. When the
participants have refined a proposed time-interval in a mutually
incompatible way, the initiator tries to negotiate about the different
possible subintervals to change the others mind (i.e. ranking of
possible scheduling decisions). This message provides information
exchange for this negotiation.
COND-ACCEPT: This message is also special for conflict resolution. An agent may
conditionally agree to a time proposal depending on the ranking that
other agents gave to that proposal. But if he has no knowledge about
their ranking, he can reply with a decision threshold in the
1Additionally there are some technical message types between the COSMA and the graphical user
interface which are not relevant for the description of COSMA's negotiation capabilities.
9cond_accept message. The initiator uses that threshold to evaluate
the decision when the knowledge about the rankings is complete.
The last two message types are very specific for our way of conflict resolution by
negotiation and their usage will become much clearer in the following chapters.
The structure of all these message types is defined homogeneously. It specifies
y a message-identification (a unique number),
y the sender of the message,
y the recipient list,
y the message-type,
y an appointment-identification (a unique number),
y the list of participants, and
y a proposed time.
An example of that structure is shown in section 4. The "proposed time" is a data
structure that specifies the start- and end-point of an interval together with a preference
structure, (i.e. preferences are associated with subintervals), the duration and the priority
of the meeting. Additional information slots can be provided depending on the specific
message type.
3.2 The Negotiation Protocol
The protocol specifies the possible communicational interactions between the
agents. We think of a protocol as a set of possible actions within a given
communicational context. E.g. an answer is usually given in the context of a question.
n i l
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end
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reject
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Figure 2: Representation of the protocol as graph
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We represent the COSMA protocol as a state automaton, where the states represent the
(communicational) actions of an agent and the transitions represent the received messages
of other agents. Therefore the protocol is represented from the local view of an agent.
The reception of an unexpected message will lead to the activation of special error
recovery mechanisms not shown in the protocol graph. Figure 2 shows the important part
of the protocol.
The basic idea is simple: A negotiation starts with the arrange-message of the initiator,
which specifies the priority of the meeting, the list of participants and a first time
proposal.
The COSMA agent receives this message in the initial state "entrance" from the graphical
user interface (GUI) and broadcasts it to all participants. It awaits the answers, which
could fall into four categories:
- At least one of the participants rejects. In this case the agent has to reject the meeting
to all other participants, which terminates the negotiation. (We leave it to the user to
decide, if he wants to rearrange that meeting with a modified list of participants.)
- Some participants reply with the suggestion to modify the time proposal. In this case
the COSMA agent has to broadcast a modified time proposal to all participants,
which it has to compute based on local preferences and the modify-proposals.
- All participants accept the proposal or refine the proposed time in such a way, that
the different refinements overlap in one acceptable time-interval. The COSMA agent
has to fix a specific time point for the begining of the meeting within that interval
and has to broadcast this with a confirm-message to the participants.
- All participants agree in principle to the proposed time interval, but refine this in a
mutually incompatible way, i.e. there is no sufficient overlap for the different
refinements. This case could principally be handled like the second one (propose
some other interval) but our protocol is designed to negotiate about the different
subintervals of the proposal to reveal the criteria on which the agent's replies are
based.
The state "negotiate" in the above graph represents a subprotocol which again could be
represented as a graph. In this subnegotiation the initiator splits the interval under
discussion into possible subintervals. It orders these subintervals according to its local
preferences and sequentially works on this list of proposals. For each entry it asks the
other agents to evaluate their ranking of this proposal based on the now partially available
rankings of other participants for that interval. This is done by using the message type
negotiate. The answers to this message are of type reject or accept or cond-accept. The
details of this subnegotiation will become clear in the discussion of the ranking criteria
and in the example of chapter 4.
Note that the protocol captures the notion of a context in a negotiation. It specifies
senseful sequences of messages. It also contains an implicit model of the other agents by
the assumption that they follow the same protocol in a negotiation. From this point of
view it is also a coordinator of interaction. The nesting of subprotocols within protocols
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is a promising feature to structure protocols according to different abstraction levels. In
the following section we will describe the criteria that are provided to take those decisions
the protocol leaves open.
3.3 Valuation Criteria
The valuation level is based on a time model which associates preferences to
different time intervals. The two ranking criteria provided are a utility that is assigned to
a specific scheduling decision and a degree of concession. The utility is a numerical
abstraction of the willingness to accept the scheduling decision. It is also used to compare
different alternatives, e.g. in the decision to displace another meeting or not. The degree
of concession was introduced to tune the negotiation with an additional parameter that
modifies the negotiation decisions by the introduction of knowledge about previous
negotiations. We will first describe our time model and the computation of the utility and
then the computation of the degree of concession in the following.
3.3.1 Priorities, Preferences and Utility
We represent timepoints in COSMA as quadruples specifying the year, the day, the
hour and the minute of a time:
Definition:  T is the set of all time-points
T={(Y,D,H,M)|Y ∈ Nat,D ∈ {1,..,365},H ∈ {0,..,23},M ∈ {0,..,59}}
Intervals are build as usual:
Definition:  I is the set of all intervals
I = {(Sp, Ep) | Sp ∈ T, Ep ∈ T, Sp < Ep}
,where '<' denotes the canonical precedence of timepoints. We associate a preference to
intervals to build preferenced intervals:
Definition:  PI is the set of preferenced intervals
PI = {(i, p) | i ∈ I, p ∈ [0, 1]}
If the users assigns some preference p to a time interval i we intend the following
meaning with this: There is some activity planned for that interval to which the user
assigns the relative importance p, where p = 1 denotes maximal importance and p = 0
denotes a totally unimportant activity. All other values express degrees of importance in
between. We combine sequences of preferenced intervals into time files that will reflect a
users time availibility over a longer range of time:
Definition:  A time file is a sequence of contiguous preferenced intervals
TF = {(pi1,..., pin) | pik ∈ PI, 1≤k<n: Epk = Spk+1 }
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Let M be the set of meetings, then the function prio: M -> [0,1] gives the priority of a
meeting and dur: M-> Nat gives the duration of the meeting in minutes. Thereby the
priority of a meeting expresses the importance of the meeting and can be directly
compared with the preferences of times as explained above. This is in fact the idea to
compute the utility as ranking measurement for a scheduling decision. The function pref:
T × T × TF -> R+ computes the value of the integral of preference2 from one timepoint to
another for a given time file. With this preliminaries we could define the utility of the
decision to schedule meeting m at timepoint t for a given time file to be:
ut: M × TF × T -> [0,1]
ut(m, tf, t) := 
prio(m)*dur(m)-pref(t,t+dur(m),tf)
dur(m)
The priority of the meeting is specified by the user, that initially creates the meeting
within a dialog with its COSMA. The time file is maintained by COSMA in refering to
four different sources:
- Common knowledge about preferences of time like e.g. most people do not work at
night or will have a very low preference for working during the lunch time.
- User specific preferences express the users personnel preferences to allocate meetings
and represent all time consuming activities, that have nothing to do with meetings.
- Calendar dates represent the allocations of time for already scheduled meetings.
Usually the preferences of these allocations are the priorities of the corresponding
meetings. Additionally by increasing the priority of a scheduled meeting we could
express the inconvenience to reschedule it when a time slot for another meeting with
higher priority is searched.
- The action memory stores intervals that are involved in an open negotiation. This is
useful to control the interaction between two or more negotiations running in parallel.
Figure 3 shows how these sources are combined by taking the maximum or the average
to compute the time file.
3.3.2 Degree of Concession
The concession depends on the utilities of past negotiations and is used to guide the
subnegotiation about a specific interval. The agents have to maintain a simple partner
model to be aware of what has happened in past negotiations. An agent that has gained
relatively much utility out of the meetings schould make more concessions in future
negotiations, i.e. should agree to proposals even if the utility-ranking is not very good.
This mechanism should balance the utility fair to the agents over a history of negotiations.
The degree of concession is used in the negotiation and updated for the usage in future
negotiations. An agent has to maintain for each partner X it ever met in a negotiation two
2You could view a time file as a stepwise constant function.
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Figure 3:  Sources for the computation of the time file
values: X's utility Ux and its own utility Uo,x in negotiations with X. After each
negotiation where X is also a participant, these values are updated by averaging:
U

x
 <- 
U

x
+ut

x
 2 
      ;       U

o,x
 <- 
U

o,x
+ut

o
 2 
Thereby utx stands for the utility of X and uto for the own utility in the current
negotiation. With this simple mechanism of averaging we do not have to store the whole
history of negotiations and besides gain the effect that more recent utilities are weighted
higher than elder ones. Other weightings as 1/2 for the old and the actual value could be
introduced easily.
For a decision within the actual negotiation the degree of concession is computed as the
difference from the average utility and the agent's own utility. The following example
assumes that there are three other agents, X, Y and Z in the list of participants. The
degree of concession C is then computed in the following way:
C = U

av
 - U

o
     where
U

av
 = 
U

o
 +  U

x
 +  U

y
 +  U

z
 4
   and   U

o
 = 
U

o,x
+U

o,y
+U

o,z
 3 
The usage of C and the effect of this usage will be described in the following section:
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3.4 Decision Critera
The negotiation level is build directly above the protocol and the valuation criteria.
The protocol determines the communicational context for a decision. Valuation provides
the ranking criteria for a decision. The negotiaition level now defines a negotiation
strategy in the way the ranking criteria are used for a decision. In general we assume that
the agent tries to maximize the utility of all its meetings. In the context of a proposal in the
top-level protocol an agent decides purely on the existence of a subinterval with positive
utility. For the subnegotiation we have run experiments with three different strategies:
Absolute decision: The agent agrees to a scheduling proposal if its utility is
positive.
Relative decision: The agent agrees to a scheduling proposal if its utility is
greater than the average of the utility of all other participants
of the meeting.
History involving decision: The agent agrees to a proposal if its utility reduced by the
degree of concession is greater than the average of the
utility of all other participants of the meeting.
Especially the history involving strategy has the effect that dates are packed more
densely. On the other hand there is more communicational overhead with this strategy
because it is more likely that already fixed appointments must be rescheduled. The
relative decision is of course very uncooperative and if run strictly by all agents will never
result in a conflict resolution within the subnegotiation, because it is obviously not
possible for all agents to gain more utility than the average.
3.5 Cooperation Mechanisms
The cooperation level is a kind of meta-level because it evolves from the local
interactive behavior of the agents. To predict the global behavior of a distributed system
with knowledge about the local behaviour of the agents in the system is one of the most
urgent open problems in DAI.
The cooperation in COSMA evolves from the interaction according to the described
negotiation model and results in the distributed local calendars. These are globally
consistent in that sense that all participants of successful negotiated meetings will have an
entry for that meeting in their calendar at the same time interval. Furthermore with the
degree of concession and its usage, we intended to model a mechanism of equally
distributed utility that the agents gain from meetings. This resembles a typical human
behavior. When one person makes concessions in a negotiation such that a compromise
can be found, then the next time it should be someone other's turn to be placable. In our
simulations we observe this effect. But we also noticed that the degree of concession has
a strong convergence towards zero. This degenerates the history involving strategy
towards the relative decision strategy, which is very uncooperative. So for a further
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development of the negotiation strategy it would be useful to find a mechanism to disturb
the balance of concessions from time to time a little bit.
4 Example
In the following section we will trace an example of a COSMA-negotiation which
involves three participants A, B and C. It uses the history involving negotiation strategy
and will give an impression how the COSMA agents interact. After the initial arrange
messages are send, we will see how two incompatible refine messages lead to a specific
negotiation about the subintervals of the proposal. These inspections of subintervals fail
three times, but the trial for the fourth subinterval is successful. The negotiation is
finished with a confirm message.
Initially user A specifies a meeting with priority 0.7, with a duration of 1 hour and with
participants A, B and C to be scheduled at monday next week. The graphical user
interface (GUI) of A's COSMA gives these data to the planning-module of COSMA.
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.4
0 6 1410 128 16 18 24time
preference
average of user preferences  
and common preferences
priority of the meeting
fixed appointments (-> calendar)
appointments in negotiation 
(-> action memory)
area of positive utility
Figure 4: A's time file for monday
The planning-module computes the time file for monday using the user's preferences, the
common preferences, the calendar data and data from the action-memory to obtain the
time file (cf. figure 3). Let us assume it looks like shown in figure 4.
The subinterval from 14.00 to 18.00 o'clock is possible for A because the priority of the
meeting exceeds the time preferences in the time file. A now sends an arrange message to
B and C which proposes this interval for the meeting. If we assume B's and C's time
files to look like shown in figure 5 and 6, then B as well as C will reply with a refine
message. B suggests the subinterval from 14.00 to 15.00 while C would like to schedule
the meeting between 15.00 and 17.00.
Up to this stage of negotiation the agents still hide as much as possible of their private
calendar data. Therefore in the refine message e.g. C only specifies the interval from
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Figure 5: B's time file for monday afternoon
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Figure 6: C's time file for monday afternoon
15.00 to 17.00 as possible and claims the subintervals before and after this as impossible
though there would be a positive utility for C even at these subintervals. To give an
impression of the messages we list the refine message of C:
((MESSAGE-ID . 224) (IN-REPLY-TO . 92) (FROM . "C@DFKI.UNI-SB.DE")
 (TO . "A@DFKI.UNI-SB.DE") (ACTION . REFINE)
 (ID-APP . "1037 A@DFKI.UNI-SB.DE")
 (PARTICIPANTS "A@DFKI.UNI-SB.DE" "B@DFKI.UNI-SB.DE" "C@DFKI.UNI-
SB.DE")
 (PROPOSED-TPF
  (START-POINT (YEAR . 1993) (DAY . 88) (HOUR . 14) (MINUTE . 0))
  (END-POINT (YEAR . 1993) (DAY . 88) (HOUR . 18) (MINUTE . 0))
  (PRIORITY . 0.7)
  (DURATION (HOUR . 1) (MINUTE . 0)))
  (PRIORITY-FILE
   ((START-POINT (YEAR . 1993) (DAY . 88) (HOUR . 14) (MINUTE . 0))
    (END-POINT (YEAR . 1993) (DAY . 88) (HOUR . 15) (MINUTE . 0))
    (PRIORITY . 1))
   ((START-POINT (YEAR . 1993) (DAY . 88) (HOUR . 15) (MINUTE . 0))
    (END-POINT (YEAR . 1993) (DAY . 88) (HOUR . 17) (MINUTE . 0))
    (PRIORITY . 0.1))
   ((START-POINT (YEAR . 1993) (DAY . 88) (HOUR . 17) (MINUTE . 0))
    (END-POINT (YEAR . 1993) (DAY . 88) (HOUR . 18) (MINUTE . 0))
    (PRIORITY . 1))))
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The slot PROPOSED-TPF contains the start- and endpoint of the interval under
discussion, the priority, the list of participants, the duration of the meeting and the
PRIORITY-FILE which specifies the preferences of the sender for the different
subintervals. In this case C does not give the full information about its time file, but
wants to express that only the subinterval from 15.00 to 17.00 is acceptable.
From the protocol-point of view, A now enters the state "negotiate" (cf. figure 3). In this
context, A orders all possible subintervals according to its own preferences, which
results in the following list:
(15.00 - 16.00; 16.00 - 17.00; 17.00 - 18.00; 14.00 - 15.00)
16.00 - 17.00 is preferred to 17.00 - 18.00 because it is member of at least one of the
refining-proposals. A starts to work on this list sequentially: First it sends a negotiate
message about 15.00 - 16.00 to B. It contains A's and C's preferences for that file which
are 0 and 0.1 respectively. Note that A has obtained C's preference in the refine message
shown above. According to the formula given in section 3.3.1, B 's utility for that
proposal is -0.1. Using the absolute decision criterion (i.e. accept only positive utility-
proposals) B would have to reject this proposal immediately. In our case using the
history involving decision, we must take a closer look to B's partner model:
Let us assume the following actual partner model for B from which B computes the
degree of concession:
A
C
D
0.5 0.3
0.7 0.3
0.4 0.6
previous utilities:
of partner             of B
E 0.3 ...
......
According to the formulas from section 3.3.2, B obtains 0.2 as degree of concession. B
computes the average utility ( (-0.1 + 0.7 + 0.6) / 3 = 0.4) and compares it with its utility
reduced by the degree of concession:
-0.1 - 0.2 > 0.4 ? -> no!
This condition is not true, therefore B sends a reject message to A. A takes the next
subinterval from its lists and sends a negotiate about 16.00 - 17.00 to B. Nearly the same
as before happens, only that this time B has to test the condition:
0.1 - 0.2 > 0.333 ? -> no!
Again B rejects this proposal. Note that this time there would be a difference in using the
absolute decision criterion: B would accept this proposal due to the positive utility and the
interval 16.00 - 17.00 would be confirmed for the meeting. In our situation nevertheless
A now tries to negotiate about the interval 17.00 - 18.00. This time A has to negotiate
with both, C and B and cannot provide knowledge about the other's preferences in that
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messages. Therefore B and C have problems in computing the average utility and cannot
make a definitive decision. B has to decide upon the condition:
0.1 - 0.2 > average ?
This inequality can only be true for a negative value of average. We assume a negative
average of utility for a meeting not acceptable for the agent society and therefore B can
decide to reject without knowing the exact value of the average-utility in this special case.
C has to decide upon the condition:
0.1 + 0.2 > Average ?
(We assume that the degree of concession for C in this example is - 0.2). C replies with a
cond_accept message which contains the value of 0.3 and has the meaning: "I would
accept this proposal if the value of the average of all participant's utility does not exceed
0.3." The message of course further contains C's utility (0.1 in this example) such that
the agent A is able to evaluate the condition if all other participants accept or conditionally
accept the proposal. In our case B already rejected this proposal so that A finally has to
try the last entry in its list which is 14.00 - 15.00.
This time A already knows B's acceptance (from the refine message in the beginning) and
has to ask only C with a negotiate message. C has to evaluate the condition:
0.3 + 0.2 > 0.4
which is true. C sends an accept message and A finishes the negotiation by sending a
confirm to both C and B. This also contains the utilities of the participants such that they
are able to update their partner model accordingly. For the example case of B we obtain
the following update:
A
C
D
(0.5 + 0.2) /2 (0.3 + 0.7) /2
(0.7 + 0.3) /2
0.4 0.6
previous utilities:
of partner             of B
E 0.3 ...
......
(0.3 + 0.7) /2
This negotiation agreement further means that there are two other activities that has to be
rescheduled, namely the activity during 14.00 - 15.00 with priority 0.4 from C's calendar
and the activity during the same time with priority 0.5 from A's calendar. C and A have
to send change-messages to the corresponding participants. This will initiate or to be
more exact reinitiate the negotiations about these meetings. Because of the dynamic
changes of information in this distributed system we do not assume that these
negotiations can rely on any informations from the first negotiations about these
meetings. The change (and also cancel) of a meeting also does not retract the effect that
the previous successful negotiation about that meeting had have on the partner model.
Figure 7 finally sketches the exchange of messages of the described example.
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A B C
arrange: 14-18
refine: 14-15
refine: 15-17
negotiate: 15-16
reject: 15-16
negotiate: 16-17
reject: 16-17
negotiate: 17-18
arrange: 14-18
negotiate: 17-18
reject: 17-18
cond-accept:17-18
time
negotiate: 14-15
accept: 14-15
confirm: 14-15
confirm: 14-15
Figure 7: Exchange of messages in our example
5 Conclusion
We have motivated the appointment scheduling problem to be a good candidate for
the study of communicational interaction between autonomous agents. After a short
review of other approaches to solve the appointment scheduling problem in a distributed
manner, we described the COSMA system. The design of the negotiation about dates of
meetings involved several aspects: Starting from the selection of an appropriate set of
messages and the specification of meaningful sequences of messages via a protocol, then
the development of a time model that supports ranking and comparison of proposals to
guide the decisions to be made when running a specific negotiation strategy. The effect of
the local behavior of the agents within a negotiation was a cooperative allocation of
appointments within the calendars of the participants. Finally we exemplified a specific
negotiation example by tracing it in detail.
All experiments we tried succeeded in finally finding an acceptable time slot except when
one of the participants rejects or cancels the meeting. This is no surprise, because our
protocol is designed in a way to produce theoretically an infite sequence of proposals that
place the meeting more and more in the far future. There is still no deadline for a meeting.
Also we did not give criteria that quantitatively describe the quality of one scheduling
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solution compared to another. Our intention in this study was not to design a distributed
algorithm which optimally solves the scheduling appointment problem, but to investigate
into the negotiation and the special case of conflict resolution. The frame devoloped to
structure the interdependencies of the different aspects of the negotiation might be useful
for the design of systems in other application domains, while it is clear that the specific
contents of the negotiation components as they have just been described are of limited
value.
To preserve as much as possible of this, for future work we think of a generalization to
more general scheduling problems. Crucial for that goal seems to be the introduction of
deadlines and of some notion of resources (e.g. the rooms where the meetings take
place.)
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